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'plative, and quite distinct from the happy dependerise on
divine comfort which the words may bring to the reader *
as an ulterior value. To compare the poetic worth of the
psalm with that of Herrick's lines, we must exclude its
ulterior value, as such. This is difficult: for the same
reason it is difficult to compare the poetic worth of
Vaughan's They are all gone into the world of Light! with
that of Keats* Ode to Autumn, But the task of comparison
would be still more difficult, if we had to compare the
imaginative plus the ulterior moral and religious values
of Vaughan's poem with the purely imaginative value of
the Ode. The critic who follows Bradley will not have to
face so vast an enterprise, with its valuation of all values.
Bradley is, of course, quite aware that there are different
kinds of poetry, and that moral purpose has sunk deep
into the soil from which some kinds spring. And so he
writes that "Shakespeare's knowledge or his moral in-
ight, Milton's greatness of soul, Shelley's 'hate of hate*
nd ""love of love', .and that desire to help men or make
hem happier which may have influenced a poet in hours
>f meditation—all these have, as such, no poetical worth:
hey have that worth only when, passing through the
ooity of the poet's being, they reappear as qualities of
imagination, and then are indeed mighty powers in the
vorld of poetry."1
Hie case of the reader is parallel to that of the poet.
Where, as in the examples cited by Dr Richards, ulterior
^alues are involved,, it may be agreed that their consider*-1
ion is inevitable: but, once again, only as a preliminary.
[lie reader must consider the ulterior values, in a
1 O.LJP. p. 7.

